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Easy fix

Adjustable direction of water flow

Aerating stream regulator

Easy clean

Save money

EASY
FIX

EASY FIX is an innovative system for easy installation that 

is used in single-handle mixers by VALVEX. It significantly 

reduces the installation time.

The mixer aerator with an adjustable angle of water flow 

allows adjusting the jet angle in the range of 7 degrees in 

either direction.

The jet regulator that aerates the mixer aerator is equipped 

with a mixing mechanism that mixes the flowing water with 

air. This simple solution gives noticeable savings in water 

consumption, which can reach up to 50%.

The mixer aerator is equipped with EASY-CLEAN techno-

logy with an anti-scale system and a rubber finish which 

makes it resistant to scaling and easy to clean and maintain.

The mixer aerator with the SAVE MONEY system redu-

ces the flow of water up to 4.5 l/min., regardless of water 

pressure, thereby reducing the maximum consumption.



Discover  
the mesmerizing  
flow of the 

MIKADO  
mixer aerator

Replace regular hand washing with a stunning 

experience with MIKADO mixer aerator. Using 

single flows of water, it creates a unique ge-

ometric pattern, thus saving water (flow of only 

1.9 l/min.) and the comfort you have been ac-

customed to.

MIKADO is an innovative mixer aerator that 

you will be delighted with, and your hands will 

be given incredible sensations: from gently 

pleasant to a vigorous massage.

MIKADO is available in selected 

models of mixers.



Flat, modern sur faces combined with per-

fectly harmonious, rounded shapes, covered 

with a shiny, chrome finish - this way you can 

describe the new mixers of the AURORA se-

ries. The unusual design of the new family of 

Aurora
mixers will make the interior more intriguing, 

elegant. It will emphasize its modern charac-

ter. Classic spaces will gain a completely new, 

expressive face. Its unique form will also work 

in stylized interiors and those with a minimalist 

character. Decorative art in all its glory. The 

AURORA series mixers will satisfy even the 

most demanding connoisseurs of kitchen and 

bathroom equipment.
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AURORA - 2445140
wall mounted shower mixer

AURORA - 2445100
washbasin mixer with pop-up drain

AURORA - 2445170
concealed bathtub and shower mixer

AURORA - 2445120
bidet mixer with manual pop-up drain

AURORA - 2445160
concealed shower mixer

AURORA - 2445110, 2445117
washbasin high mixer

AURORA - 2445150, 2445157
standing kitchen mixer with side lever

AURORA - 2445130
wall mounted bath mixer
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An intriguing shape, clever smuggled subtle 

design and an unusual color that will charm 

your senses and delight with its originality. 

AURORA ROSE GOLD in shades of elegant 

pink gold are delicate and economical in form, 

Aurora
but eye-catching by colors of the setting sun. 

This is an ideal proposition for everyone who 

wants to decorate the interior with sublime 

taste, achieving a surprising and exclusive 

effect. AURORA ROSE GOLD mixers are the 

embodiment of sophistication. They are a key 

element of an original arrangement in an ener-

gizing edition that will highlight the style, while 

offering the highest level of functionality and 

precision of finishing.
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ROSE GOLD

AURORA ROSE GOLD - 2445240
wall mounted shower mixer

AURORA ROSE GOLD - 2445200
washbasin mixer with pop-up drain

AURORA ROSE GOLD - 2445270
concealed bathtub and shower mixer

AURORA ROSE GOLD - 2445220
bidet mixer with manual pop-up drain

AURORA  ROSE GOLD - 2445260
concealed shower mixer

AURORA ROSE GOLD - 2445210,
2445217
washbasin high mixer

AURORA ROSE GOLD - 2445250,
2445257
standing kitchen mixer with side lever

AURORA ROSE GOLD - 2445230
wall mounted bath mixer
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QUASAR
Chic, style and elegance. The new QUA-

SAR series of mixers are not only firm 

and full of charisma, but also incred-

ibly dignified. A decisive line and clear, 

strong outlines will make the room 

gaining a unique character – that could 

be the way to break the monotony. 

These products perfectly blend in with 

the modern interior. Geometric shape 

and futuristic design can also perfectly 

break a somewhat calmer and more con-

servative space. QUASAR emanates with 

strength and unwavering confidence. 

The series, full of elegance, which does 

not allow any shortcomings, combines 

uncommon style and unrivaled ergo-

nomics.
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QUASAR - 2446840
wall mounted shower mixer

QUASAR - 2446800
washbasin mixer with pop-up drain

QUASAR - 2446870
concealed bathtub and shower mixer

QUASAR - 2446820
bidet mixer with manual pop-up drain

QUASAR - 2446860
concealed shower mixer

QUASAR - 2446810, 2446817
washbasin high mixer

QUASAR - 2446850, 2446857
standing kitchen mixer with side lever

QUASAR - 2446830
wall mounted bath mixer
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DALI
CHROME

Smooth lines, simple and geometric shapes, 

chrome finish and attention to every detail – 

thanks to these features, the DALI mixers are 

more like modern works of art than ordinary 

bathroom fittings. DALI is a family of mixers 

with mild and delicate shapes. Smooth and 

composed. The chrome-plated coating en-

hances the impression of slenderness and 

lightness. DALI mixers are a perfect comple-

ment to both classic interiors, extravagant and 

expressive bathroom salons, as well as mini-

malist rooms in which simplicity and savings 

of forms and colors prevail. It’s easy to tame 

it and adapt it to your own bathroom space 

designed in every style. It’s hard to find more 

flexibility and versatility.
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DALI - 2447240
wall mounted shower mixer

DALI - 2447200
washbasin mixer with pop-up drain

DALI - 2447270
concealed bathtub and shower mixer

DALI - 2447220
bidet mixer with manual pop-up drain

DALI - 2447260
concealed shower mixer

DALI - 2447210, 2447217
washbasin high mixer

DALI - 2447250
standing kitchen mixer with side lever

DALI - 2447230
wall mounted bath mixer
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DALI
WHITE

Modern interpretat ion of the classics, el-

egance, economical style, moderation – these 

words can be used to describe mixers from the 

DALI WHITE family. Universal, timeless white-

ness combined with modernist chrome finish 

looks very elegant and refined. Minimalistic 

and subtle. Simple geometrical forms, snow-

white bodies and chrome levers of mixers 

from the DALI WHITE family is a proposition 

intended for all those who value original and 

unique design. At the same time these prod-

ucts are universal enough to successfully find 

their place in modern, classic and completely 

avantgarde interiors – stylized in various forms.

DALI WHITE - 2447340
wall mounted shower mixer

DALI WHITE - 2447300
washbasin mixer with pop-up drain

DALI WHITE - 2447370
concealed bathtub and shower mixer

DALI WHITE - 2447320
bidet mixer with manual pop-up drain

DALI WHITE - 2447360
concealed shower mixer

DALI WHITE - 2447310, 2447317
washbasin high mixer

DALI WHITE - 2447350
standing kitchen mixer with side lever

DALI WHITE - 2447330
wall mounted bath mixer
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DALI
BLACK

The most classic and elegant combination of 

colors, invariably present in interior design 

trends. A combination of colors and materials 

that perfectly harmonize with modern design. 

This is the DALI BLACK series. Universal deep 

black combined with a per fect ly smooth, 

chrome coating creates a unique atmosphere, 

and slender shapes devoid of sharp angles and 

hard edges bring to mind the surrealist works 

of the greatest painters. Mixers from the DALI 

BLACK family are a per fect combination of 

design, functionality, energy efficiency and ex-

ceptional durability. DALI BLACK are elements 

that bring innovation to any interior.

DALI BLACK - 2447940
wall mounted shower mixer

DALI BLACK - 2447900
washbasin mixer with pop-up drain

DALI BLACK - 2447970
concealed bathtub and shower mixer

DALI BLACK - 2447920
bidet mixer with manual pop-up drain

DALI BLACK  - 2447960
concealed shower mixer

DALI BLACK - 2447910, 
2447917
washbasin high mixer

DALI BLACK - 2447950
standing kitchen mixer with side lever

DALI BLACK - 2447930
wall mounted bath mixer
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www.valvex.com



Valvex S.A., ul. Nad Skawą 2, 34-240 Jordanów, Poland

tel. +48 18 269 32 20, 269 32 49, fax +48 18 269 32 11

www.valvex.com; e-mail: valvex@valvex.com


